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My Online Studio
The Documentation / Progression of Ideas
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ONLINE STUDIO TIMELINE
I started making my Online Studio properly 2 Months ago
(August 2020), slowly unpacking ideas and thinking about how i
could show my practice virtually.

successes in studio. This will bring a honest re ection of my
practice. Which shows the context behind works and be a way
document my progress.

This timeline follows the gradual procession of the ideas and
work going into it. This will hopefully act as an interesting and
insightful tool to track progression of ideas.

Background behind my 'My Online Studio?'
Over lockdown i started to explore working more digitally,
particularly in the making of Websites for small businesses. This
built a framework for my understanding in how the online world
can work.
Now, due to limitations in how i share my work, I am currently
and have been working on designing an Online Studio Space.
And trying to think outside the box with nature of a online
platform, knowing that it is and can be a great sharing tool (if
done right). This will (i hope) enable me to still share, document,
evaluate my process as i would in my physical studio (if Covid
didn't exist).

Research Around Digital Showcases
Initially when i started getting into ideas around the making of
my online studio, i research into other artists or designers who
had created virtual spaces in different and unique ways.
This brought me to Olafur Eliasson's, Your Uncertain Archive.
This is like something I had never seen before, a completely new
way to show work. Moreover, seeing this made me aware of the
exibility in how work can be show virtually. I enjoy the
uniqueness of how work can be displayed which is show by
Olafur Eliassons site.

Ideas and Initial Aims
I aim for the site to have a fresh, new and interesting way its
showing my practice, to be more than an online platform where
you see work, but more turn into a form of work in its own right.
I am creating it to be as 'hand made', interactive and fresh as
possible. By bringing in my own background illustrations, (digital
versions of) sketchbooks, virtual exhibitions of work to
understand scale, process time-lapses and my struggles and

The areas of my Online Studio
The site is broken into two key sections, Artwork and the
Online Studio. Within each of these are the sub pages which
connect to different areas of my practice.
Artwork is broken up into the different mediums i work in,
Painting, Oil Pastel and Digital Art.

growth in an ideas process which creates the effect of and is
The Online Studio i found a little harder to sub-bracket however

making the space turn into something really interesting.

due to the various ways the studio can act for an artist. The
Studio for me is a place of sketching, research, ideas
progression, the de nite frustration and learning in making and
even a showcase. That being said, there are many fascists and
areas i want to include to best represent my practice.
So for the time being (as this space will undoubtedly change as i
change) the Online Studio is broken into:
- My Sketchbook (ideas documentation)
- Research
- Blog (and challenges of the day-to-day)
- Online Showcase (acting like the Studio Wall and Exhibition
Space).

The small thing that make the big difference
Whether it's a little animation over an arrow, a hover effect or
hand drawn elements, i am noticing they add up to make online
sites more interactive and engaging with the viewer.
It could some time to work out what works and what doesn't. for
example, a frost abrupt hover coming in creates a different
feeling for how a site works, whereas a slow timed animation
creates moments between different sections. It is these
moments that i am nding really interesting to work with. As
they can make the viewer focus in in selected areas by just
timing when elements come in.
I have done this with several elements, one of which is the top
bar icons (see link here or top photo), which has been delayed by
5 seconds to make the focus be in on the page.

How could I show a virtual version of a
physical Space?
I initial challenge i faced was how I made the rst page of my
Online Studio to re ect my ideas and aims for what I am
wanting it to represent.
This page I imagine, as with the rest of site and my practice
generally speaking, will grow and develop as my understanding
does. But as a starting point I want it to almost be like looking
inside my mind with how I see the studio.

(My Online) Sketchbook
A key part of my practice is how i document my ideas. To do this
i make almost like a journal. I am prone to write a lot in theses
journals, but more recently i have been sketching out ideas
around Colour, Light and Form.
In some ways, my sketchbooks often span out on the
'sketchbook' and into drawings, search and studies which link
into areas of thought.

For this I began mind-mapping ideas, then felt why don't just
make this page a type of mind map, showing the different areas
to go into. I created this through my digital drawing app.
Sketching out all the separate lines, circles and arrows that i
could potentially use and then tested each with wether they
worked. I did this many, many times as each time I needed to see
whether they t or even looked right size wise. Then nally I
edited out the surrounding white background to make them
come together.

So, that being said, in my Online Studio there is a need to nd a
way to re ect this process. The aim being having a way to show
my sketchbook (as it is physically) virtually. I feel against just
using a video if me icking through, but rather moving towards
showing it a virtual ick through. So, from reference from my
peers people directed me to magazines such as FORGE to see
how they show their magazines online. This is where to real
work began.

This type of process and the length of time it takes to get an idea
to work digitally comes often, the very gradual ideas that
sometimes work and sometimes don't. But it is this very gradual

I found various website which let you make these 'virtual book'.
However, what i began to notice is what you are really paying (as
these thing cost money), is the effect of the icked page -

making feel like a book. Nonetheless, this didn't feel like the long
term solution to being able to show part of my documentation

new areas of my practice to me.

(my sketchbook) online. I believe this because as a young Artist I

(See link here to documented ideas section).

am making this space to be able to make my work accessible
while not dependent on a physical space.
After this I stated to experiment with areas of WIX which enable
you to embed documents into you site. Then by scanning each
individual page of my sketchbook into my computer and then
creating a PDF out of it, I was able to embed it like a collection of
images onto my site.
This process took time and at times was challenging to nd the
right template to display this area of my practice. But, what I
understood by then end was thinking outside the box with what
you already have, can make new functions out of it.
(See link here to view Online Sketchbook - I plan to continue to
scan new pages and areas as i progress through this year.)

Ideas/Work behind Online Exhibition
The exhibition Colour & Light was made of the back of a
comment made in a presentation;
"have you ever explored the relationship between you works,
between the colours and how they interact with one another?"
The relationship between works can be a really interesting and
insightful, and one which i have been able to explore due to
limitations on space. But the virtual gallery space gives way to
unpack this more. Notably i think there is more of a narrative
that comes across due to the nature of a collection of them.
The Online Exhibition space also gives way to other areas of
critique and understanding link to my studio practice. Within my

How do I show the development of my
ideas?
Most Artists and Designers can relate to the very gradual
process that is the procession and growth of an idea and the
various forms it can go into.

physical studio I normally will have a recent work up on the wall.
This gives opportunity for further observations about the work
from my peers, tutors and myself. This process gives
opportunity to develop, evaluate and synthesise ideas about
my practice and the next stages in the work.
(See here a link to my rst Online Exhibition)

This process is prominent part of how I work, working ideas
through writing, sketching, painting and even animations. Before
i feel the idea is 'done' and I want to move on. So, to show this
process (or elements of it) it follows on naturally after my virtual
sketchbook. For this I have been experimenting with time-lapses
of me working. A time-lapse is a really interesting tool I am only
just coming across due to exploring the world of virtual
sketches.
Moreover, the time-lapses are also showing interesting areas of
how i work to me. The way a composition is built in my head is
notably different to when i work in paint. Meaning, the uid
nature of a sketch (either is pastel or digitally) seems to enables
me to work is with more ease with my sketching. And it is this
sketching which sometimes comes out as a better piece than the
painting itself.

Documentation

All of these areas are feeding into how i am working and showing

This page follows the day-to-day idea, challenges and thoughts
around my work. It was originally a Blog but i felt it would be

more interesting to talk about the small things that make up my
work, e.g. the challenges, the work behind the scenes and
general thoughts.

After seeing Olafur Eliasson 'Your Uncertain Archive' (
https://olafureliasson.net/archive/artwork/WEK109131/your-

I am still in the process of working out the layout and how best it
will work. For example i am looking to include areas of this

uncertain-archive), it made me rethink and question how best to
show my work. This was also reenforced by an online document
comprising of what and how they created this part of this site. As

timeline and or my other Padlets. I also feel its important to nd
a way to show the challenges within the work, this is is still in

Olafur Eliasson began to see online sites to have the potential
for them to become 'a active work of art' in their own right. This

the process of being gured out as i need to work out a way to
best display it.

is something that interests me with my aspirations for my site.
Moreover, this made me think again to how i show the my work
on the site to the viewer. I have since created a hand draw
exhibition wall which has all the various artworks on it (not true
to size). This will hopefully be a way for the viewer to be my
colour tones, style and the different materials i work in.
As with the rest of the site, i plan for this to be adapted and
modi ed as time goes on and works change.

How to Display Secondary Research?
My Secondary Research works through my key themes within
my practice; Colour, Light and Form. These themes have been
and are the backbone of my practice and have developed by the
different areas of my research.
The research I do is a crucial part of my practice. Over this year
it has centered around colour theory and the impact of those
colour together, Immersive Installations, Artist Videos and
Images.
So, that being said this page is taking some time to work out, i
am trying to think through the best ways to show the ideas i
have been working through, which is challenging. So, for the
time being i am putting in snippets of ideas and research that i
have been working on.

'Recent Work' - my Virtual Exhibition.
Recently i have been looking into how i can explore the
relationship between the works. This has since been developed
by creating a virtual exhibition purely aiming to show my recent
works.
This space is proving to be a really interesting experimental and
testing space. For example, the recent pieces i have been making
often follow on from one another but in different mediums, so
seeing their narrative and the overall narrative of the image
changes when situated next to one another is really insightful
for the impact of the work.
Follow link below to see:
https://www.ellafrost.art/copy-of-research

Making a Archival Artwork Page
Recently i have been working on making one area of the site (the
artwork page) become more like a 'archive'.

Your Uncertain Archive, By Studio Olafur
Eliasson
Not only is Olafur Eliasson’s art practice an insightful reference
for my practice, but also how he displays work virtually is way
like no other I have come across. When thinking about the
creation of my online platform, Your Uncertain Archive on Studio
Olafur Eliasson has opened my mind up the various ways virtual
showcases can take place. See link below to access:
https://olafureliasson.net/uncertain
The scale of this virtual space truly amazed me. In an interview
(see below) Eliasson unpacks his ideas and how they designed
this virtual showcase.

(Section of Interview - Olafur Eliasson on
Your Uncertain Archive)
“Your Uncertain Archive connects you to the artworks, texts,
sketches, interests and ideas that make up Olafur Eliasson’s
practice”
“The studio is like a laboratory, with daily experiments taking
place. For example, the day after Eliasson’s surgery he decided to
try an experiment focusing on weightlessness, and asked his
assistants to rig up a crane with a meteorite on one end and a
harness on the other.
It turns out that we have quite a lot of people passing through our
website homepage. It also turns out that more people are familiar
with my work through the homepage than from seeing it in
exhibitions. As far as I can tell, a lot of the visitors are in parts of
the world where I haven’t exhibited much. So I grew to respect
these people, because they were making the effort to look it up. I
thought this was very precious and that I should invest more
artistic focus into it. So rather than creating a more conventional
archival search facility, we started getting more ideologically
involved. The studio has an archive department that works as a
research and development team and is closely involved with the
creation of the artworks. It researches relevant scienti c
processes, both spatially and psychologically. At the same time, we
are also following different types of media and how critical media
evolves. So, when we were reconsidering what an archive is, we
already had a lot of internal resources that fuelled the discussion,
but essentially we wanted to present something that was closer to
the principle of an exhibition and more remote from the
conventional archive.
I nd this section particularly though-provoking when
thinking about the nature of communication that can be
gained through online spaces.

(ADDED Oil Pastel Sketchbook)
My Oil Pastel sketch book is really important to the movement of
ideas. Oil pastel is a way i create bolder, more loose sketches
which often spark new areas of thought and development.

RECENT WORK (Virtual Showcase)
Oil sketchbook
PDF document
PADLET DRIVE

(UPDATED Sketchbook)
Click on the PDF bellow to see Sketchbook.
(scanned in and collated into a document to 'resemble' the basis
of my current ideas progression)

RECENT WORK (Virtual Showcase)

The Artwork Archive (in practice)
Over the last few weeks i have been testing out how my site
Sketchbook?
PDF document
PADLET DRIVE

works with my day-to-day progression of ideas.
My focus has been more around the physical making of works,
whether that be paintings, animations or sketches. This means I
am looking back to my site with updates of works and it is

Updated Virtual Exhibition
- RECENT WORK https://www.ellafrost.art/copy-of-research
'RECENT WORK' is a continually changing showcase which i
have been putting together over the last few weeks. This
explores and shows all the recent works that link into my
current practice.
Also, vitally, i hope this exhibition can make a way for the works
to better explore their relationship to each other.

providing to me to see the value in having this layout. This can
been seen particularly in the Artwork page.

Linking to 3D Interactive World!
With the new work around making 3-DIMENSIONAL
INTERACTIVE material for the user to work around, there has
been updated areas of my Online Studio that now link to this.
This website almost portrays an art installation but crucially
designed it meant be shown through digital technology rather
than seen physically.
https://www.ellafrost.art/the-mind-map
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